Touring Outlook

**Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb.18)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20)**
You may not have hit a nine-pinner or a strike, but the bowling season isn’t quite ready to make a commitment to an unfinished story that will still be told. Avoid jumping to conclusion when new information comes along or it will cost you dearly in the form of your final score.

**Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)**
Unresolved tensions have been building up to a boiling point at work, but perhaps you have an “aha!” moment today when all the pieces suddenly fall into place. But whatever you learn now is likely to be only one part of an unfinished story that will still be told. Avoid jumping to conclusion when new information comes along or it will cost you dearly in the form of your final score.

**Gemini (May 21-Jun 20)**
You’re noticing an increase in your emotional intelligence now so you can focus on your spiritual practice.

**Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov.22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Sagittarius (Nov 23-Dec.21)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.19)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Aries (Mar.21-Apr.20)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Gemini (Jun 21-Jul 22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Cancer (Jul 23-Aug 22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Leo (Aug 23-Sep 22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.

**Virgo (Sep 23-Oct 22)**
You might not be able to believe what comes your way today. Honestly, it’s as if they’re not thinking before speaking. Although unprocessed revelations can create an awkward situation now, it’s not as disheartening as being stuck with no one saying anything at all. Thankfully, common sense prevails; it’s狡猾, adaptable to reality that’s thought had been said than one that hasn’t.